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Philadelphia, PA based House of Beauty World, a leading online retailer of personal care and
cosmetic products, is delighted to share insight explaining how the expected growth of the hair wigs
and extensions market will benefit people around the globe. House of Beauty World, one of the
longest standing true online cosmetic superstores that caters to professionals and individuals seeking
the highest quality products, has been watching the market closely.
Following the publication of a recent report on the future the hair wigs and extension market, the
market for wigs and extensions is expected to grow over 8% per annum to 2024, creating many
opportunities for professionals in every country who want to help their clients improve their physical
appearance and enjoy the range of looks and styles that hair wigs and extensions give them.
Over the past few years, many consumers who would never have considered buying a hair wig or
using extensions are now open to exploring many different hair options to express their unique styles
and creating new looks for themselves. Currently this growth is noticeably higher in the European and
North American regions where income for middle class individuals and families has increased
significantly over recent years.
House of Beauty World carries the Sherri Shepherd wigs available to both professionals as well as
consumers. The brand features “wigs that are made from a specially developed synthetic hair known
as LUXHAIR Keralon Plus, which has been designed to be the exact thickness and weight as natural
human hair. It’s also treated with a keratin conditioning treatment to give the wigs a soft, silky texture
like healthy human hair. In total, Sherri Shepherd Wigs has 12 wigs in their collection, including long
‘Goddess Curls’ and a cute bob, which are available at beauty supply store House of Beauty World.”
As one of the largest wig, hair extension, personal care and beauty suppliers, their criteria regarding
every product they supply ensures that buyers can trust House of Beauty World to deliver the best
goods to them safely and securely. Through the use of social media, millions of consumers around
the globe are benefitting from the ability to make their purchases through reputable online outlets like
the House of Beauty World—or through their own cosmetic professionals who can help them achieve
the look they desire.
With their reputation as a leading provider of organic personal care and cosmetic products for men
and women, the online superstore has become the one-stop shop for those looking for the best value
for money. The company offers a wide range of organic products for those seeking salon and barber
supplies as well as every consumer looking to buy great products in this class. They cover virtually
every segment of the beauty and personal care markets.
Those who want to capitalize on new growth opportunities and the change in market dynamics can
rely on House of Beauty World to source and supply the in-demand products their customers will love.
Even in this intensely competitive market, those who stay attuned to the wave of viral trends—often

fueled by celebrity looks—can help their clients explore many new options and looks as they develop
their own unique styles.
Those who would like to take advantage of the company’s monthly discounts are encouraged to order
early to ensure that they get the personal care and beauty products they want at attractive prices.
House of Beauty World invites all social media users to stay in touch through their favorite platforms,
including Facebook and Twitter, to stay up to date with the company’s latest news and
announcements.
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